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Carton Sealers
		Semi-Automatics
			SK20
	S8/4
	XL36
	PS50-TB
	XL35
	YG-1AW Semi Automatic Carton Sealer




	Semi-Auto-Random
			SR20
	XL46




	Automatics
			SM11
	SM44HD & SM44HS
	HM11-TB/B hot melt carton sealer
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Pallet Wrappers
		Semi-Automatics
			Bee Wrap
	One Wrap Pallet Wrapper
	YG-2000A Semi Automatic Pallet Wrapper
	YG-2000B Power Pre Stretch Pallet Wrapper
	YG-2000BLP Power Pre Stretch Low Profile Pallet Wrapper
	YG-2000F Semi Automatic Power Pre-Stretch Pallet Wrapper
	ProWrap Stretch Wrapping Machine




	Automatics
			Atlanta Stretch Omega Rotating Ring Palletwrapper
	Atlanta Stretch Mytho Automatic Turntable Wrapper
	Atlanta Stretch Revolution Rotating Arm Palletwrapper
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Carton Erectors
		Semi-Automatics
			F104 carton erector
	F144
	F345
	HM Range carton erector




	Automatics
			F44 Carton Erector
	F144
	YGCF-20TX Automatic Case Erector
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Bag Inserters
		Semi-Automatics
			New products coming soon




	Automatics
			New products coming soon
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Strapping Solutions
		Strapping Automatics
			YG-305 N Automatic Strapping Machine
	YG-312 Automatic Strapping Machine
	YG-305P Automatic Strapping Machine




	Strapping Machines
			YG-11N Semi-Automatic Strapping Machine




	Strapping Tools
			GTH Strapping Machine
	GT-ONE Strapping Machine
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Vertical Conveyor
		PRORUNNER MK5 Vertical Lift
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(03) 9474 3800



Head-Office: 37 Latitude Boulevard
Thomastown VIC 3074 Australia
Tel: (03) 9474 3800 FAX: (03) 9464 1504
SERVICE: 1300 360 352
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                        Google Rating                        
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Based on 5 reviews
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What a great company to deal with, prompt, great service and folloow up.  We had no problems with installation and the chaeck on how the machines are working and whether they are meeting our needs.Thanks Rob and Rosa we will be calling again soon.
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